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„Lithuanian Open 2017“ Hip
Hop (IDO) competition rules
2017.06.17 (Saturday)
"Lithuanian Open 2017 hip-hop dance championship, it is the selection of the 2017 IDO World Hip Hop Dance
Championship, so it will be held acording to international IDO rules which apply in the context of the organization in the
World and European Hip-Hop Championships.
The competition will be held in these subgroups: Mini Kids, Beginners and OPEN
Mini Kids subgroup:
-

Competes 2010 year of birth and older dancers.
Will be held Solo, Duo, Small Groups and Formation categories competition.

Beginners subgroup:
-

Competes only dancers whose dancing experience is not bigger than one season.
Will be held only SMALL GROUPS and FORMATION categories(there will not be solo or duo in this
subgroup!!!)
Every category is judged separately, the same dancer can participate in several categories.
Age groups:
Children (2006 Birth year or younger),
Juniors (2002-2005 Birth year),
Adults (2001 Birth year and older).

OPEN subgroup:
-

Will be held competitions in these categories: SOLO male, SOLO female, DUOS, SMALL GROUP,
FORMATION
Every category is judged separately, the same dancer can participate in several categories.
Amžiaus grupės: Children (2006 Birth year or younger),
Juniors (2002 - 2005 Birth year),
Adults (2001 Birth year and older).
Adults 2 (1986 Birth year and older; only Formation category)

Shortly about competitions categories and enforcement provisions:
1. SOLO male/female
Lenght of the performance1 min.,
Music is picked by the organizers
One dance school or study can registrate not more than 5 girls and 5 boys in every age group!!!!!
2. DUO
Two dancers are dancing, can be mixed pair (boy + girl)
Lenght of the performance 1 min.,
Music is picked by the organizers
One dance school or study can registrate not more than 5 pairs in every age group!!!!!

3. SMALL GROUP
Participates groups in which dances from 3 to 7 dancers
Lenght of the performance 2 min.,
Music is picked by the organizers
4. FORMATION
Participates groups in which dances from 8 to 24 dancers
Lenght of the performance from 2:30 min. till 3 min.
Important !!!! music tempo should be up to 120 beats per minute, faster music can be, but no more than 30 seconds.
Music prepares the team itself

Read more about the competition requirements in www.ido-dance.com (competition rules)

Registration: Application of participants - in attachment. Fill it in and send e-mail. Email kestas@streetstyle.lt
. If you have any questions regarding registration please call phone number +370 670 21646

The end of registration: 2017 06 10 !!!!!!!!!

The winners and prizewinners will be awarded with cups and medals also diplomas..All the prizewinners (1,2 and 3
places) will be awarded with medals in Hip Hop OPEN subgroup.

Information:
www.streetstyle.lt

https://www.facebook.com/events/1923738104505952/
phone number.: +370 670 21646 (Kęstas)

Organizators: „NŠA“

